Speakers include:

Karen Allen, CCH
Popular teacher and author of The Repertory Workbook, Karen also serves as President of the Council for Homeopathic Certification (CHC).

Iris Bell, MD, PhD
Professor, researcher, and licensed in homeopathy, Dr. Bell has been researching areas related to holistic, complementary and alternative medicine for over 30 years.

Lia Bello, RN, FNP, CCH
Family nurse practitioner specializing in homeopathy for over 35 years, Lia is Founder and past president of the Homeopathic Nurses Association.

Carol Boyce, BSc, MCH, LCH, DipHom
Homeopathic educator and filmmaker, Carol’s newest work, “Making a Difference: Homeopathy Around the World” debuted at JAHC 2011.

Miranda Castro, FSHom, CCH
Miranda is passionate about homeopathy as “medicine for the people,” and she has authored numerous books making it accessible to both lay and professional practitioners.

Kim Elia, CCN
Popular international teacher and Director of WholeHealthNow, distributors of RadarOpus software.

Richard Fischer, DDS
Leading expert in ‘Green’ Dentistry and a host of other complementary and scientific therapies.

Tarkeshwar Jain, MD
Expert teacher of post- and undergraduate students of homeopathy in India and abroad.

Joe Kellerstein, DC, ND, FCAH, CCH
Leading teacher and proponent of Hahnemannian homeopathy, emphasizes the importance of the classical perspective.

Liz Lalor, DipHom, CTT
Australia-based author & practitioner specializing in homeopathic psychiatry and the treatment of infertility.

Russell Malcolm, MB, ChB BA, FFHom, CertVocPr
Former Director of Education at the Royal London Homeopathic Hospital, Dr. Malcolm is an international expert in the medical integration of alternative therapies.

Amy Rothenberg, ND, DHANP
Co-Director (with Dr. Paul Herscu) of the New England School of Homeopathy, Editor of the New England Journal of Homeopathy.

Andre Saine, DC, ND, FCAH
Canada’s highly-sought after teacher and homeopathic scholar, Andre bases his work on that of the great masters of the past.

Rajan Sankaran, MD (Hom), FSHom (UK)
Internationally renowned practitioner and teacher, originator of the ‘Sensation’ school of homeopathic practice.
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What Did YOU Love about the 2011 Conference? • Awesome programming! • World-class teachers • ‘Professional Day’ • Good dialogue, exhibitors, food • Caliber of speakers; variety of topics • Community: different perspectives • Meeting homeopathic community • Meeting like-minded souls • Getting pumped up about homeopathy • Professional environment • Being around hundreds of homeopaths